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A B S T R A C T

Electroreduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) into value-added chemicals offers an entrancing approach to main-
taining the global carbon cycle and eliminating environmental threats. A key obstacle to achieving long-term and
large-scale implementation of electrochemical CO2 reduction technology is the lack of active and selective cat-
alysts. Copper (Cu) is one of the few candidates that can facilitate C–C coupling to obtain high-energy oxygenates
and hydrocarbons beyond carbon monoxide (CO), but it suffers from poor selectivity for products of interest and
high overpotentials. Alloying is an effective way to break the linear scaling relations and uniquely manipulate the
reactivity and selectivity, which is hard to achieve by using monometallic compositions alone. By alloying Cu with
other metals, one could change the catalytic properties of the catalyst by tuning the local electronic structure and
modulating the adsorption strength of the reaction intermediates, thus improving the catalytic activity and
selectivity. In this review, we focus on the recently developed Cu-based alloy catalysts (including conventional
alloys, high-entropy alloys and single-atom alloys) that have been applied in electrocatalytic CO2 reduction (ECR).
Theoretical calculations and experimental advances in understanding the key rate-limiting and selectivity-
determining steps in those alloys are summarized, with a particular focus on identifying binding energy de-
scriptors and the dynamic product formation mechanisms. In addition, we outline the opportunities and chal-
lenges in the fundamental understanding of ECR by recommending advanced in-situ characterization techniques
and standardized electrochemical methods and offer atomic-level design principles for steering the reaction
pathways to the desired products.
1. Introduction

In recent years, the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere has rapidly
increased due to the excessive consumption of fossil fuels, resulting in a
series of environmental problems, such as glacial melting, intensified
natural disasters and global warming.1–5 The “Paris Agreement” on
climate change specifically stated the need to mitigate the greenhouse
effect and control the global average temperature increase within 2 �C.6,7

To achieve this goal, reducing CO2 emissions and further seeking
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relevant practical technologies to convert them into industrial chemicals
has become extremely urgent. Among various CO2 conversion technol-
ogies, the electrochemical transformation of CO2 into liquid fuels is one
of the most promising methods to build carbon-neutral energy infra-
structure due to its economic feasibility, operational simplicity and
environmental compatibility.8–12 As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a,
green electricity generated from renewable energy sources, such as wind,
solar and hydroelectric power, can be combined with electrocatalytic
CO2 reduction (ECR) technology to immobilize CO2 and convert it into
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the carbon cycle via CO2 electrolysis powered by renewable energy sources such as wind, solar and hydroelectric power. (b)
Market price of select CO2 recycling products as a function of energy content. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 13 (Lines represent minimum energy and CO2

costs). (c) A timeline of the major development of Cu-based alloy and SAA electrocatalysts in carbon dioxide reduction.
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easily available C1/C2 products, and autotrophic microorganisms are
further used to produce value-added long-chain value-added chemicals.
This technology can efficiently recycle CO2 and store renewable elec-
tricity in chemical bonds in high-value chemicals. From the economic
perspective, the energy content and value comparison of various chem-
icals in terms of their current market prices are summarized in Fig. 1b,
which indicates that the products above the line for a given CO2 capture
cost and electricity cost may be economically feasible.13

To date, Cu is the most distinctive catalyst that shows appreciable
faradaic efficiency for C–C coupling and has the ability to produce C2þ
oxygenates and hydrocarbons.14–18 This unique property is ascribed to
the moderate adsorption of CO and weak binding with H, which
encourage CO dimerization by suppressing the formation of CO, formic
acid and H2. In 2012, Jaramillo et al. used Cu material as a CO2RR
catalyst and obtained 16 different products from C1 to C3.19 Although Cu
possesses poor selectivity for a specific chemical, it is still the most
effective catalyst for the deep reduction of CO2 by more than two elec-
trons. Since Masse et al. first synthesized a series of alloy catalysts (such
as CuNi and CuPd), which display synergetic enhancement activity in the
hydrogenation of benzene,20 Cu-based alloy catalysts have been reported
and widely used in the CO2RR. Compared with monometallic catalysts,
introducing foreign metal elements can either alter the electronic prop-
erties of the metal center or change the atom configurations at the active
sites, so as to affect the adsorption energy and geometry of the inter-
mediate. These effects may break the linear scaling relations and change
the activity and selectivity of the catalysts.21–24 Generally, metallic alloys
can be formed by introducing one or multiple foreignmetal elements into
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the host metal. The versatile choice of foreign elements provides rich
exploration space for the design of alloy materials by changing their
component ratios and arrangements. Although most studies focus on
alloys containing two metal elements, high-entropy alloys (HEAs) con-
taining more than five metal elements have recently attracted attention
due to their high-entropy effect, lattice distortion, slow diffusion effect
and cocktail effects.25–29 In particular, after diluting the foreign metals
across the host meal matrix as singly isolated sites, single atom alloys
(SAAs) come into being, which exhibit peculiar electronic and geometric
features distinct from their constituent metals. Integrating the advan-
tages of single atoms and metal alloys, for example, due to the
well-defined nature of the active sites and the unique alloying effects,
SAAs have rapidly become a new research frontier and have shown
remarkable potential in a wide range of catalytic reactions.30–38 Never-
theless, similar to HEAs, the reported SAAs catalysts applied in ECR are
rather rare, which awaits both opportunities and challenges. To gain an
intuitive view of the development of this field, Fig. 1c displays a timeline
of the major progress of Cu-based alloy, HEA and SAA electrocatalysts in
ECR.

In this review, we described a systematic summary of the recent
progress of Cu-based alloys, encompassing conventional Cu alloys, HEAs
and SAAs for ECR applications. We also provide a mechanistic interpre-
tation of the impact of catalyst composition and atomic arrangement on
the reaction pathways and catalytic performance. Furthermore, we
discuss future opportunities and challenges in Cu-based conventional
alloys, HEAs and SAAs for the electrochemical conversion of CO2 into
value-added chemicals.
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2. Pathways and mechanisms of CO2 reduction

To date, a variety of CO2RR reaction pathways have emerged, and up
to 16 different products have been detected on Cu-based catalysts.
Although it is possible to modify Cu-based alloys to target any one of
these desirable products, we especially focused on the products that have
beenmostly reported, including various C1 products (i.e., CO, formic acid
(HCOOH), methanol (CH3OH) and methane (CH4)), C2 products (i.e.,
ethylene (C2H4), ethane (C2H6), acetic acid (CH3COOH), ethanol
(CH3CH2OH)) and C3 products (i.e., n-propanol (CH3CH2CH2OH)). The
standard reduction potentials for different ECR products are summarized
in Fig. 2a. Among these products, HCOOH and CO are the simplest
products that are formed via two proton-electron transfer reactions, and
compete with each other. The selectivity is highly dependent on the
initial absorption mode of the CO2 molecules. For the CO pathway, car-
bon atom in the adsorbed CO2 molecule is bonded to the catalyst surface,
and the oxygen atom reacts with water and forms *COOH through a
concerted proton-electron transfer process. Then, the adsorbed *COOH
intermediate is reduced via another electron-proton transfer to form *CO
and ultimately desorbed from the electrode.39–41 For HCOOH formation,
the two oxygen atoms in adsorbed CO2 are bonded with the catalyst
surface, causing the carbon atom in the adsorbed CO2 to undergo hy-
drogenation and form HCOO*. HCOOH is finally obtained through
further hydrogenation of HCOO* with either a surface *H or a proton in
the electrolyte.42,43

The formation of other reported C1 and C2þ hydrocarbons and oxy-
genates is generally considered to start with the same key intermediate
*CO (Fig. 2b and c). Based on the catalytic properties and surface
orientation of the catalyst, the *CO protonation process results in two
possible products (*COH and *CHO), depending on the hydrogenation
sites of oxygen or carbon, respectively. For *CHO formation, *CH2O can
be generated from the proton-coupled electron transfer steps of *CO,
which is the precursor for the formation of CH4 following the reduction
and dehydration steps.44,45 Additionally, *CH2 can be generated from the
electron transfer and protonation steps of *CO in the *COH route, and
CH4 can be formed following another reduction and hydrogenation step
from *CH2.46,47 Here, *CH2 also serves as the selectivity determining
Fig. 2. (a) Standard reduction potentials for CO2 electrolysis products. Reproduced w
C1 products. (c) Most likely C2þ pathways during ECR. Reproduced with permission
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intermediate to C2H6 and CH3COO�: if *CH2 is further protonated to give
the *CH3 intermediate, two *CH3 molecules can finally dimerize to form
C2H6. However, the formation of CH3COO� involves a CO insertion
mechanism.48,49 *COH can be further protonated to form methanol. In
the *COH route, it can be easily hydrogenated to form *CHOH, and the
obtained *CHOH intermediate can be protonated again on the carbon site
to form methanol.46 For the other two products C2H4 and CH3CH2OH,
the dimerization of *CO is the rate-determining step. The OCCO� formed
by *CO dimerization can further undergo a series of electron transfer and
protonation steps to form the *CH2CHO intermediate, which is further
reduced to form C2H4 and CH3CH2OH.50–52 The formation of the C3
product mainly lies in stabilizing the key intermediates (such as
CH3CH2O*), which can be further transformed to n-propanol via CO
insertion and proton-coupled electron transfer processes (Fig. 2c).53,54

Although this reaction mechanism seems reasonable for clarifying the
formation of the C3 product, almost no reactive intermediates of C3 have
been directly observed by in-situ characterization technology thus far.
Therefore, challenges remain regarding how to constitute efficient ECR
catalysts toward C3 products and establish a descriptor between activity
and electronic structure.

3. Cu-based conventional alloys in ECR

3.1. CuAg alloys

Alloying copper is an effective strategy to finely tune the composition
and electronic properties of the alloy surface, which alters the reaction
intermediate adsorption behavior and thus strengthens the reaction ki-
netics. Among various Cu-based alloys, Cu–Ag alloy systems have been
developed because Ag is a CO-generating metal and can supply more CO
to Cu. The increased coverage of the CO* intermediate on Cu sites could
enhance the possibility of C–C coupling. For instance, Gewirth et al.
prepared a homogeneously mixed nanoporous CuAg alloy catalyst by an
additive-controlled electrodeposition method (Fig. 3a).55 The optimal
wire-like CuAg porosity alloy (CuAg-wire) displayed a higher FE for C2H4
(60%) and CH3CH2OH (25%) than the Cu-wire (40% and 20%, respec-
tively) (Fig. 3b). In-situ Raman measurements indicate that such
ith permission from Ref. 41. (b) Possible reaction pathways for CO2 reduction to
from Ref. 48.



Fig. 3. Characterization and performance of the CuAg alloy catalyst for ECR. (a) SEM images of Cu-wire and Cu–Ag wire. (b) Faradaic efficiency of C2H4 and C2H5OH
production. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 55. (c) Schematic illustration of the CuAg surface alloy causing compressive strain on the copper surface atoms. (d)
Transient changes in the reaction selectivity observed over the CuAg electrodes at �1.05 V vs. RHE. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 56. (e) Schematic
illustration of the catalyst electrode, SEM image, STEM image and EDX mapping of the Ag0.14/Cu0.86 catalyst. (f) Faradaic efficiency toward the major CO2 reduction
products. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 57. (g) HRTEM images of the Cu3Ag1 catalyst; (h) FEH2 and FEalcohol for ECR on the Cu matrix and Cu3Ag1 at different
working potentials. (i) Free energy diagrams of *CO/*COH intermediate reduction to C2 products. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 58.
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enhanced activity mainly originates from the stable Cu2O overlayer due
to the alloying effect, after Ag is incorporated into Cu. Additionally, the
optimal C2H4 selectivity can be further optimized by tuning the
morphology and Ag loading. The distinctive activity and selectivity of
alloy catalysts in ECR might be attributed to the change in their elec-
tronic and geometric structure. These variations further result in the
enhanced binding strength for intermediates by shifting the d-band
center. A typical investigation has shown that introducing silver to the
copper surface to form a CuAg surficial alloy leads to compressive strains
in the copper lattice. As a result, the electronic states of Cu changed, and
the binding energies of hydrogen and oxygen were decreased, relative to
CO (Fig. 3c), which led to an enhanced selectivity of C2H4 (Fig. 3d).56

In practical applications, ethanol, as a liquid fuel, has a high energy
density (�1366.8 kJ mol�1) and is also commonly used as a disinfectant
with a volume fraction of 70%–75%. It also serves as a basic raw material
for the further production of beverages, dyes and fuels.59–63 Generally, it
is easier to prepare C2H4 via ECR than CH3CH2OH over most Cu-based
catalysts because conversion *CH2CHO to C2H4 has a lower energy bar-
rier than *CH3CHO to CH3CH2OH.64 Introducing an inert metal silver
possessing weaker bonding ability to carbon could increase the diversity
of binding sites and disrupt the active site configurations of intermediates
for C2H4 production (Fig. 3e). In this case, the best catalyst, Ag0.14/Cu0.86
deposited on the PTFE substrate, was able to reduce CO2 with the FEmax
of 41% toward CH3CH2OH at a low overpotential of �0.67 V vs. RHE
(Fig. 3f).57 In-situ Raman spectroscopy revealed that the CO stretching
peak on Ag0.14/Cu0.86 is much broader than that on pure Cu, which is
mainly attributed to the diversity of binding configurations. Overall, this
4

work demonstrates the multisite mechanism and alloying effect advan-
tage of the AgCu catalyst and provides unique insights into designing
other catalysts to promote ethanol production. Another intriguing work
was reported by Zheng et al., in which they synthesized an
electron-deficient Cu3Ag1 alloy catalyst by a galvanic replacement
method.58 Both twin boundaries (blue circle) and dislocations (yellow
circle) coexist in the Cu3Ag1 alloy (Fig. 3g). These Cu3Ag1 catalysts with
an electron-deficient state exhibited the FEmax of 63% for alcohol, out-
performing the pure Cu matrix (FE ¼ 0.5%) (Fig. 3h). DFT calculations
revealed that electron-deficient Cu sites in the Cu3Ag1 catalyst are
capable of binding CH3CHO* and CH3CH2O* intermediates in the
alcohol pathway, resulting in its high catalytic selectivity for alcohol
(Fig. 3i).
3.2. CuAu alloys

Au is a d-block metal and possesses good electrical conductivity,
while it has a weak adsorption energy for hydrogen and oxygen.65

Nanostructured Au is a state-of-the-art catalyst for catalyzing the
CO2-to-CO process, aside from its scarcity and low faradaic efficiency at
high current densities.66,67 Alloying Au with Cu has also been widely
studied due to the synergistic effect, relatively weaker H-binding,
compressive strain and grain boundary effects. These advantages can
accelerate the formation of *COOH and favor CO* desorption from the
electrode surface. For instance, Yang et al. demonstrated that catalytic
properties can be accurately controlled by manipulating atomic ar-
rangements.68 As illustrated in Fig. 4a, CuAu alloys transformed from a



Fig. 4. Characterization and performance of the CuAu alloy catalyst for ECR. (a) TEM images of AuCu bimetallic NPs synthesized under various conditions (scale bar,
20 nm). (b) Electrochemical CO2 reduction activities of AuCu bimetallic NPs (Measurements were conducted at �0.77 V vs. RHE with 0.1 M KHCO3 solution).
Reproduced with permission from Ref. 68. (c) HRTEM image of AuCu3 and Au3Cu and their fast Fourier transform (scale bar, 5 nm). (d) CO mass activity of Au–Cu
bimetallic nanoparticles at �0.73 V vs RHE. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 69. (e) TEM images of the as-prepared AuCu aerogel. (f) CO Faradaic efficiency
plots of NC-AuCu, M-AuCu and NP-AuCu catalysts. (g) Proposed schematic for CO2 adsorption on grain boundaries. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 71. (h)
Schematic illustration of the conversion of CO2 to different products with various AuCu nanoporous alloys. (i) FE of ECR over AuCu3-200. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. 72.
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disordered phase to an ordered structure by controlling the temperature
and reaction time, wherein 300 �C and 50 min were the optimal pa-
rameters to produce highly crystallized CuAu alloys. As expected, the
disordered CuAu alloys were more favorable for hydrogen evolution,
whereas ordered CuAu NPs were efficient catalysts for CO2-to-CO con-
version (Fig. 4b). Mechanistic studies reveal that the increased selectivity
of ordered CuAu is mainly attributed to the compression strain formed
above the CuAu metallic intermetallic nucleus. Furthermore, manipu-
lating alloy catalysts with high surface-to-volume or surface-to-mass ratio
characteristics is more favorable for achieving high mass activity.
Therefore, Yang et al. assembled two-dimensional CuAu bimetallic NPs
with different compositions into ordered monolayers (Fig. 4c).69 The
Au3Cu catalyst exhibited the highest mass activity toward CO, compared
with the single-component Au or other component alloys (Fig. 4d). The
synergy between the electronic effect and geometric effect in the Au3Cu
catalyst is conducive to CO evolution. Further inspection by DFT calcu-
lations demonstrated that the excellent activity of Au3Cu can be
5

attributed to the balance of the bonding of *COOH and *CO in-
termediates, which is effectively regulated by the local atomic arrange-
ments in different surface compositions. At present, it is worth
mentioning that the low efficiency in ECR may be caused by the limited
concentration of CO2 on the catalyst surface. Metal aerogels are rich in
grain boundaries and have a large specific surface area, which is
conducive to enriching the CO2 concentration near the catalyst surface
and in turn effectively promotes its catalytic activity.70 The latest
research shows that the local CO2-enriched environment near the catalyst
surface of the AuCu nanochain aerogel (NC–AuCu) is beneficial to
enhancing the CO2 to CO activity (Fig. 4e).71 As a result, the NC-AuCu
catalyst exhibits an FE of 92% for CO, outperforming those of the
moderately aggregated AuCu (41%) and AuCu alloy nanoparticles (20%)
(Fig. 4f). In-situ attenuated total reflection surface enhanced infrared
absorption spectroscopy (ATR-SEIRAS) was performed at different po-
tentials in 0.1 M CO2-saturated KHCO3 solution, showing an apparent
peak at 2120 cm�1 assigned to *CO, which was intensified with the peak



Fig. 5. Characterization and performance of the CuPd alloy catalyst for ECR. (a) TEM images of Cu3Pd alloy NPs. (b) Partial current density of CO production, CO
production current normalized by metal mass. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 75. (c) FECO of mesoporous Pd–Cu electrocatalysts. (d) Optimized geometries
and adsorption energies for CO2, *COOH intermediates and CO on the Cu-terminated Pd–Cu (111) facet. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 76. (e) STEM image of
s-mesoPdCu nanocubes. (f) Potential-dependent formate selectivity and Faradaic efficiency of s-mesoPdCu. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 82. (g) Morpho-
logical evolution of Pd–Cu catalysts with different compositions. (h) CH4 and H2 FE of CRD-Cu3Pd NCs and Cu foil. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 83. (i) SEM
image of Pd83Cu17. (j) FE for CH3OH over PdxCuy aerogels. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 89. (k) TEM and HR-TEM analysis of the od-Pd9Cu91 sample after
pretreatment (45 min at �0.65 V vs. RHE). (l) Alcohol efficiencies derived from the electrolysis carried out over the od-Pd9Cu91 sample, the pink bar graph represent a
maximum selectivity of PrOH is observed at �0.65 V vs. RHE. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 94.
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potential on NC-AuCu, demonstrating an efficient ECR to CO. The
excellent catalytic activity is mainly attributed to the existence of GBs
that can act as electron transfer channels to facilitate the accumulation of
charges. This process can induce a strong local electric field to attract the
cations (Kþ) in the electrolyte, which adsorb CO2 in turn, leading to local
high concentrations of CO2 (Fig. 4g). Among all CO2 reduction products,
the co-produced CO and H2 (also called syngas) can be further trans-
formed into liquid fuel via the well-studied Fischer-Tropsch reaction. In
6

2021, a simple air-heating aided method was reported to synthesize
self-supporting nanoporous AuCu3 alloys featuring both large specific
surface area and flexible composition (Fig. 4h).72 Driven by the con-
centration gradient under different temperatures, the surface composi-
tions of Au and Cu can be adjusted, and controlled CO/H2 composition
can be achieved in a wide potential range within the range of
�0.5 ~ �1.1V vs. RHE (Fig. 4i).



Fig. 6. Characterization and performance of Cu-based nonnoble metal alloy catalysts for ECR. (a) Schematic illustration of the preparation of CuZn, Cu and Zn NPs
(The atomic ratio of Cu/Zn was 4:1). (b) FE values for ECR on CuZn alloy at different potentials. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 96. (c) high-magnification SEM
images of Cu5Zn8. (d) FE of major products vs. potential for the Cu5Zn8 sample. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 97. (e) SEM and TEM (inset) images of Cu3Sn.
(f) Product distributions on Cu3Sn at different potentials. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 98. (g) Low-resolution TEM image and elemental mapping of CuGa2.
(h) FE for each CO2-reduced liquid product methanol and formate on CuGa2. (i) In-situ IR spectra obtained during ECR using the CuGa2 catalyst. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. 88.
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3.3. CuPd alloys

Pd is well known as a common mono-metallic catalyst for ECR that
can generate either HCOOH or CO as the main products, which highly
relies on the material microstructure, applied potential and alloying.
Additionally, due to the easily poisoned characteristic of trace CO from
ECR, Pd shows poor stability, especially at high overpotentials
(η > 200 mV).73,74 Combining these characteristics with a well-defined
alloy nanostructure is a very promising scheme to obtain highly effi-
cient ECR catalysts. For example, Lee et al. synthesized a series of mon-
odispersed CuPd spherical shape alloy catalysts with the average
diameter of ~6.6 nm (Fig. 5a).75 Compared with single component Cu or
Pd, all the CuPd alloy catalysts exhibited obviously increased CO mass
activity (Fig. 5b). Furthermore, taking into account the energy barrier for
CO* protonation, it was revealed that a well-designed alloyed surface can
increase the energy barrier for the CO* protonation step and further
suppress the formation of multicarbon products. In another example, it
was found that both the alloying effect and elemental composition ratio
affected the catalytic activity.76 In the PdCu alloy system, when the
content of Pd is higher than that of Cu, CO is the main reduction product
7

(Fig. 5c). This study claimed that the activity increased mainly due to the
significantly increased adsorption ability of the COOH* intermediate and
CO* desorption ability on Cu-terminated PdCu (111) facets toward Pd
(111) (Fig. 5d). Among the diversified products of ECR, HCOOH is one of
the most economically profitable products regarding its market price and
net electron utilization efficiency.77–79 Furthermore, HCOOH is also
widely used in pesticides, leather, pharmaceuticals and other industrial
sectors.80,81 In 2021, Liu et al. developed a soft-template method to
prepare single-crystallinity PdCu alloy nanocubes (s-mesoPdCu) with
abundant mesopores and cylindrical channels (Fig. 5e).82 It was found
that HCOOH was the main liquid-phase product, and almost negligible
CO and H2 were detected (Fig. 5f). The increase in selectivity and sta-
bility for s-mesoPdCu mainly arises from the electronic effect from
alloying Pd with Cu, in which the intermediate binding energy can be
effectively regulated by the d-band center. Additionally, the catalytic
performance of the alloy catalysts for ECR varies with changes in their
surface composition and structure. For example, even though the same
initial element composition is chosen, different reduction products may
be obtained, which highly depends on the slight variation of the above
parameters. For instance, Gong et al. developed a one-pot wet-chemical
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reduction method to synthesize high-index facet PdCu nanocrystals.83

The morphology of the PdCu catalyst evolved from a uniform concave
rhombic dodecahedron (CRD) to an irregular structure when adjusting
the compositional ratio of Pd/Cu (Fig. 5g). A significantly increased FE of
CH4 was observed on the CRD Cu3Pd alloy, which displayed the FEmax of
CH4 of approximately 40.6% at 1.2 V vs. RHE toward Cu foil (20.3%)
(Fig. 5h). Density functional theory calculations suggest that combining
the alloying effect with exposing low-coordination active sites is an
efficient way to improve CO2-to-CH4 performance.

Methanol, as a high energy density liquid at room temperature, is
deemed to be a more valuable C1 product toward CO, HCOOH and CH4.
For example, combined with several mature industrial routes, methanol
can transform into methylamine, dimethyl sulfate and pesticides.84–87

Electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 to CH3OH is a multistep reaction
process and has a higher Gibbs free energy (ΔG¼�159.2 kJmol�1).88 To
date, only a few catalysts can produce methanol through ECR. In 2018,
Han et al. prepared a series of compositionally controllable PdxCuy aer-
ogel alloys with interconnected nanowires via a self-assembly method
(Fig. 5i).89 The ECR performance of Pd83Cu17 alloys was evaluated in an
H-type cell with a 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate
([Bmim]BF4) aqueous solution as the electrolyte. As shown in Fig. 5j, the
optimal ratio alloy (Pd82Cu17) shows the highest methanol FE of 80% at
�2.1 V vs. Ag/Agþ. The excellent activity of Pd83Cu17 alloys is mainly
attributed to the synergistic effect of the special valence between Pd and
Cu. This work indicates that the combination of a well-defined catalyst
and specific electrolytes may offer a novel route for the preparation of
methanol. However, it is unfortunate that when the catalyst was
measured at 0.5 M NaHCO3 and Na2SO4 aqueous solution, only H2 and
small amounts of formic acid was detected.

N-propanol is a valuable C3 alcohol that possesses a high energy-mass
density (30.94 kJ/g) and high octane number (118).18,90 These unique
characteristics endow n-propanol with great potential as an engine fuel.
At present, n-propanol prepared by ECR conversion technology still
suffers from low conversion efficiency (FEn-propanol <25%, partial current
density<10 mA cm�2). The greatest challenge in producing n-propanol
with high selectivity for a catalyst is the lack of an effective active site
stabilizing key C2 intermediates to n-propanol and facilitating the
coupling between C1 and C2.59,91 Two different models are suggested for
n-propanol formation (CO–CH2CHO and CO–OCCO).53,92,93 As an
example, Broekmann et al. developed a dynamic hydrogen bubble tem-
plate approach to synthesize a binary PdCu alloy dendritic structure foam
(Fig. 5k).94 The optimal ratio state Pd9Cu91 foam exhibited an improved
FE (13.7%) for n-propanol in 0.5 M KHCO3 solution at �0.65 V vs. RHE,
with a partial current density of �1.15 mA cm�2 (Fig. 5l). Mechanistic
analysis revealed that *CO and *H first formed at Pd-rich PdCu sites and
then concertedly spilled over to the Cu-rich domain. n-Propanol was
further formed via another *CO binding to the stabilized *CHCH3
intermediates.

3.4. Cu-based other nonnoble metal alloys

In addition to alloying precious metals, many efforts have been
devoted to developing Cu-based nonprecious metal alloy catalysts for
ECR because of their relatively inexpensive and nontoxic characteristics.
For instance, Zn has low HER activity and high CO selectivity in ECR.95

Therefore, it is anticipated that combining Zn with Cu can suppress the
HER reaction and promote the adsorption of *CO intermediates, further
facilitating C–C coupling on the Cu sites. Du et al. reported highly ho-
mogeneous CuZn alloys by laser ablation technology (Fig. 6a).96 Indeed,
the CuZn alloy catalyst exhibited the highest FE of 33.3% toward C2H4 at
a potential of �1.1 V vs. RHE in ECR (Fig. 6b) and maintained the per-
formance for 16 h of continuous electrolysis. Further mechanism analysis
revealed that Cu and Zn atoms uniformly distributed on the surface of the
alloy, which were capable of stabilizing the CO* intermediate and
dimerization, resulting in excellent performance for the C2H4 product.
Since the deep reduction product via ECR is kinetically unfavorable,
8

prolonged retention time of the intermediates by the abundant pores is
an effective way to obtain hydrocarbon products. Porous nanostructure
alloy materials not only have a unique electronic or geometric structure
showing a relatively long retention time of the intermediates, but can
also maintain the localized pH value unchanged. Fig. 6c shows tightly
packed hexagons hierarchically in the CuZn alloy catalysts, which de-
livers a high ethanol FE of 46.6% at �0.8 V vs. RHE with a specific
current density of 2.3 mA cm�2 in aqueous solution (Fig. 6d).97 The
excellent activity was ascribed to the alloying effect and synergistic,
structural and compositional advantages.

Recently, the concept of entropy was introduced in binary alloys, and
corresponding research shows that high entropy state Cu6Sn5 alloys are
unfavorable for *CO adsorption. Under this trend, a dendritic
morphology low-entropy state Cu3Sn alloy catalyst was reported for the
effective conversion of CO2 to ethanol (Fig. 6e).98 From the ECR test at
the optimal potential (�1.0 V vs. RHE), Cu3Sn exhibited outstanding
selectivity for ethanol (~64%) compared with electrodeposited Sn
(<1%) or Cu (<5%) (Fig. 6f). First-principles calculations reveal that
low-entropy Cu3Sn is essential to the adsorption and stabilization of key
intermediates (*CO and *CHCHOH) in the CO2-to-ethanol pathway.
Further life-cycle assessment showed that high ECR performance toward
ethanol can reduce carbon emissions by 55%, compared to the traditional
bioethanol process. To date, there are still great challenges in preparing
methanol solution by ECR in traditional aqueous electrolytes (such as
KHCO3 or KCl). In 2022, C. Peter et al. developed a high-temperature
solid-state method to synthesize CuGa2 and Cu9Ga4 catalysts
(Fig. 6g).88 The ECR test was carried out for both above catalysts in 0.5 M
KHCO3 aqueous solution. CuGa2 achieved a highest methanol FE of
77.26% at a low reduction potential of �0.3 V vs. RHE in contrast with
Cu9Ga4 (FE of 37.75% at �0.1 V vs. RHE) (Fig. 6h). To further elucidate
the CO2-to-CH3OH mechanism over the CuGa2 catalyst, in-situ attenu-
ated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) measure-
ments were conducted. As illustrated in Fig. 6i, applying a potential from
�0.1 to �1.1 V vs. RHE over CuGa2, two prominent peaks can be
observed at 1519 cm�1 and 1373 cm�1, which correspond to the asym-
metric and symmetric stretching of the OCO group in HCOO�. The
adsorbed H at the Cu site can spill over to the Ga site and then further
react with the adsorbed formic acid intermediate to form methanol. In
addition, other nonnoble metals, such as In, Sb and Co, alloying with Cu
were also explored for ECR.

4. Cu-based HEAs in ECR

Recently, as a new type of multifunctional alloy catalyst, HEAs have
sparked much research interest, due to their excellent mechanical
properties, sluggish diffusion effects and superior stability character-
istics.99–101 Generally, HEAs are defined as alloys with five or more
principal elements.102 Compared to conventional alloys, HEAs can break
through the limitation of the large immiscible gap of elements by
generating more stable intermetallic compounds. In addition, the finely
tuned surface geometry is equipped with the ability to maximize the
adsorption sites for intermediates.29,103 More intriguingly, owing to the
severe lattice distortion by atomic size mismatch, HEAs can take on the
thermodynamically nonequilibrium state, which in turn leads to a lower
energy barrier toward the catalytic reaction process.104 These unique
electronic and geometric characteristics make HEAs a versatile platform
for the construction of catalysts with unexpected catalytic properties.
However, to date, very few studies have reported using HEAs as ECR
catalysts. The only experimental study we have found was reported in
2020, in which Biswas et al. prepared cryomilled nanocrystalline
equiatomic AuAgPtPdCu HEAs by a low-temperature ball milling method
for ECR application. As shown in Fig. 7a, the Cu atoms are stabilized by
other metals in “FCC-facet” crystal structures.105 The atom probe to-
mography (APT) indicated that all elements are uniformly distributed in
the single-phase FCC matrix (Fig. 7b). Remarkably, the HEA catalyst
exhibited an optimal FE for the predominant products CH4 (49.4%) and



Fig. 7. Characterization and performance of Cu-based high-entropy alloy catalysts for ECR. (a) Schematic of the catalytic reaction demonstrated in the current work.
(b) Chemical homogeneity of Au, Ag, Pt, Pd and Cu (mapping of an atom probe microscope). (c) Faradic efficiencies of their respective carbonaceous species and
hydrogen gaseous products. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 105. (d) Schematic for boosted HCOOH generation over PdCuAuAgBiIn HEAs. (e) FE of major
products vs. potential for the PdCuAuAgBiIn sample, reproduced with permission from Ref. 106. (f) Selectivity-activity plots of the CO2RR/CORR selectivity and CORR
activity space achievable by CoCuGaNiZn (left) and AgAuCuPdPt (right). Reproduced with permission from Ref. 107.
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C2H4 (19.9%) at �0.7 V vs. RHE (Fig. 7c), which is attributed to the
destabilization of the intermediate *OCH3 and stabilization of the *O
intermediate on the HEA surfaces. Another example is the PdCuAuAgBiIn
HEA aerogels prepared by Liu et al., which showed outstanding catalytic
performance for CO2 reduction to HCOOH in a KHCO3 aqueous elec-
trolyte (Fig. 7d). At �1.1 V vs. RHE, the FEs of HCOOH products reached
98.1%, outperforming those of the PdCuAuAgBiIn high-entropy alloy
particles and Pd metallic aerogels (Fig. 7e). The authors attributed this
extraordinary electrocatalytic activity to the strong interactions between
different metals and surface unsaturated sites in PdCuAuAgBiIn HEAs.106
9

These two research efforts open the door to the field of ECR about HEAs,
and thus it is believed that more meaningful research work will be con-
ducted in the future. Another theoretical work was conducted by Ross-
meisl et al., who combined DFT with a supervised machine learning
method to predict selective and active ECR catalysts on HEAs. Specif-
ically, CoCuGaNiZn and AgAuCuPdPt HEAs were chosen as the optimal
structural models, and the related local optimal disordered compositions
are displayed in Fig. 7f.107 The authors proved that this model allows the
prediction of effective candidate catalysts without prior knowledge of
their catalytic performance. As ECR undergoes pathways involving more
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complex intermediates beyond *CO, it remains a biased and nascent topic
for the prediction of ECR properties for disordered HEAs. Therefore,
more experimental and theoretical studies are urgently needed to eluci-
date the influence of various HEAs on CO2 reduction, and these disparate
observations can be further combined for more consistent conceptual
guidance.

5. Cu-based SAAs in ECR

Amalgamating the advantages of both heterogeneous and homoge-
neous catalysts, SAA catalysts with well-defined coordination environ-
ments provide an ideal model platform for structure-activity relationship
studies. Usually, Cu-based SAAs can exhibit some unexpected catalytic
Fig. 8. Characterization and performance of Cu-based SAA catalysts for ECR. (a) Sche
(b) Faradaic efficiencies at various potentials of Cu97Sn3. (c) Calculated free energy d
Schematic illustration of CO2 conversion into HCOOH over a Pb1Cu SAA. (e) FE of al
In-situ Raman spectra recorded at different current densities. Reproduced with permis
on Cu-based SAAs. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 114. (h) isosurface of the ch
Free energy profiles for the preferential ECR pathway on M@Cu (211), leading to CH
115. (j) Relative energy diagram for the reduction of b-CO2 to COH* and (k) C
from Ref. 116.
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features, such as anti-toxicity and adjustable reaction pathways. A typical
example is exemplified by Pt1Cu SAAs, where CO binds more weakly to
Pt in Pt1Cu SAAs in comparison to monometallic Pt, enabling Pt1Cu SAAs
to be excellent CO-tolerant catalysts for large-scale applications.108 In
addition, other Cu-based SAAs (such as Ni1Cu, Pd1Cu, Rh1Cu, etc.) have
been reported and applied in various catalytic fields.109–111 Nevertheless,
the application of SAAs in the ECR field is still in its infancy. Only a few
studies on Cu-based SAAs have been reported. For example, Zhao et al.
reported isolated Sn atoms on a metal Cu surface (Cu97Sn3) through a
simple one-step coreduction method.112 The Cu97Sn3 SAAs exhibited
excellent selectivity to CO over a wide range of potentials (Fig. 8b),
where the bulk alloy (Cu70Sn30) was switched to HCOOH as the main
product. DFT calculations reveal that Cu–Sn SAAs possess a much lower
matic illustration of the preparation of the Cu–Sn alloy (Cu70Sn30 and Cu97Sn3).
iagrams of CO2-to-CO conversion, reproduced with permission from Ref.112. (d)
l ECR products at different current densities and the corresponding j-v curve. (f)
sion from Ref. 113. (g) Gibbs free energy diagrams of CO2 reduction toward *CO
arge density difference for CO2 adsorbed on Fe@Cu (left) and Ru@Cu (right). (i)
4 or CH3OH formation at 0 V (vs. RHE), Reproduced with permission from Ref.
OH* to CH3OH on Co@Cu under zero voltage. Reproduced with permission



Table 1
Performance summary of recent reports on Cu-based alloy materials.

ECR Electrocatalyst Electrolyte Potential FE/% Current density (mA cm�2) Ref.

CO AuCu 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.77 V vs. RHE 80 �1.74 68

Au3Cu 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.73 V vs. RHE 65 �3 69

NC-AuCu 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.21 V vs. RHE ~95 ~ �30.10 71

CuPd 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.90 V vs. RHE 87 N.A. 75

Pd7Cu3 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.80 V vs. RHE 80 ~-1 76

CuIn 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.50V vs. RHE 90 ~ �0.50 119

Cu97Sn3(F) 1.0 M KOH �0.45 V vs. RHE 87 �100 112

HCOOH Pd82Cu18 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.30 V vs. RHE 96 ~ �4.80 120

s-meso PdCu 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.11 V vs. RHE 100 ~ �2.40 82

SnCu 0.5 M KCl �1.14 V vs. RHE ~96 �82.30 � 2.10 121

In1.5Cu0.5 0.1 M KHCO3 �1.20 V vs. RHE 90 ~ �5.60 122

Cu90Co10 0.1 M KHCO3 �1.10 V vs. RHE 10 ~-21 123

Pb1Cu(F) 0.5 M KHCO3 �0.90 V vs. RHE 96 �1000 113

CH4 CRD-Cu3Pd 0.1 M KHCO3 �1.20 V vs. RHE 40.6 ~ �9.40 83

AuAgPtPdCu 0.5 M K2SO4 �0.70 V vs. RHE 49.4 �6.83 105

CH3OH CuGa2 0.5 M KHCO3 �0.30 V vs. RHE 77.3 ~ �2.00 88

Pd83Cu17 aerogel [Bmim]BF4 aqueous solution �2.10 V vs. Ag/AgCl 80 �31.80 89

C2H4 CuAg wire(F) 1 M KOH �0.70 V vs. RHE 60 �300 55

Cu10Sb1 0.1 M KCl �1.19 V vs. RHE 49.7 �28.50 124

CuZn 0.1 M KHCO3 �1.10 V vs. RHE 33.3 �6.10 96

C2H5OH Ag0.14/Cu0.86(F) 1 M KHCO3 �0.67 V vs. RHE 41 �250 57

Cu5Zn8 0.1 M KHCO3 �0.80 V vs. RHE 46.6 ~ �5.10 125

Cu3Sn 0.1 M KHCO3 �1.00 V vs. RHE 64 ~ �9 98

Cu3Ag1 0.5 M KHCO3 �0.95 V vs. RHE 63 �25 58

C3H7OH Pd9Cu91 foam 0.5 M KHCO3 �0.65 V vs. RHE 13.7 ~ �8.39 94

Note: F represents the catalyst test via flow cell; others were measured by H-cell.
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free energy of CO* (0.1 eV) formation toward HCOOH (0.38 eV), indi-
cating that COOH* is more inclined to reduce to CO* than HCOOH. On
the pure Cu surface, however, the strong absorption of CO* (�0.09 eV)
tends to form C2H4. With regard to both Cu–Sn bulk and core-shell alloys,
the free energy of COOH* increased to 0.66 eV and 0.81 eV. This result
clarified the CO formation toward Cu–Sn SAAs. Similar results were also
reported by Huang et al., who synthesized a series of Cu–Sn composite
catalysts (Cu20Sn1 and Cu1Sn1) via a simple coreduction method.24 The
results show that high FE of 95.3% for CO and 95.4% for HCOOH were
achieved on the Cu20Sn1 and Cu1Sn1 catalysts, respectively.

Currently, large-scale implementation ECR still faces a series of
technical obstacles, especially the subsequent separation and purification
problems of liquid products. Recently, our group reported that a single-
atom Pb alloyed Cu catalyst (Pb1Cu) can achieve pure formic acid pro-
duction with a solid electrolyte reactor (Fig. 8d–f).113 In this case,
HCOOH, as the only liquid product, displayed the highest FE of 96%with
a current density of �800 mA cm�2. Such activity is the best among the
previously reported formic acid electrocatalysts. Moreover, 0.16 M pure
HCOOH solution can also be achieved at approximately �3.86 V by a
solid electrolyte reactor system. To identify the catalytic mechanism and
determine the absorbed surface intermediates, in-situ Raman spectra for
Cu and Pb1Cu SAA were obtained. It shows an obvious *CO signal on the
Cu catalyst and the absence of CO formation on the Pb1Cu catalyst sur-
face. As noted above, *CO is the key intermediate for the formation of
C2þ products. Therefore, this result strongly implies that alloying
(introducing Pb atoms on the copper surface) can significantly inhibit the
occurrence of C–C coupling. This work not only offers new insights into
the role of the surface alloying effect in manipulating the priority path,
but also provides a reliable design route for SAAs.

At present, experimental research on copper-based SAAs for ECR is
still in the nascent stage, and catalyst development usually follows a “trial
and error” strategy. Therefore, more efficient catalyst design through
theoretical learning guidance will be a very meaningful research direc-
tion. For instance, Zou et al. took Cu-based SAAs as the starting model,
using the machine learning method to demonstrate that the valence
electron number and low generalized coordination numbers are two
main factors for ECR.114 Furthermore, the detailed Gibbs free energy
diagrams confirm that the introduction of additional atoms on the Cu
surface is beneficial to improve the *COOH and *CO binding strength and
11
ultimately improve the catalytic activity. Among them, Cu-based SAAs
formed by silicon and phosphorous were predicted to be the best choice
for the formation of *CO intermediates (Fig. 8g). Likewise, based on
first-principles calculations, Du et al. took copper (211) as a model and
systematically studied the ECR activity after doping 11 different metals
into Cu.115 Fig. 8h displays the isosurface of the charge density difference
for CO2 adsorbed on Fe1Cu (211) and Ru1Cu (211). Theoretical calcu-
lations of the Gibbs free energy results demonstrate that Ru1Cu (211) and
Fe1Cu (211) SAAs can break the linear relationship of the intermediate
and favor the formation of CH4 products via ECR (Fig. 8i). Similar work
was reported by Lu et al., who revealed that Co1Cu SAAs are capable of
electrocatalytic conversion of CO2 to CH3OH.116 A detailed free energy
calculation of ECR over Co1Cu SAAs is shown in Fig. 8j and k. The CO*
desorption from the catalyst surface has a barrier of 2.25 eV, so such a
process is unlikely to happen. Further electron transfer and protonation
steps of *CO can obtain two possible intermediates, CHO* or COH*. On
the CuCo surface, the activation energy barrier for the formation of CHO*
is 1.19 eV, which is much higher than that of COH* (0.75 eV). Therefore,
COH* is more likely to be formed on the CuCo alloy. In the further
reduction process, the narrowed d-band of the Co site results in stronger
bonding to COH* and CHOH* intermediates, further leading to CH3OH.
In addition, the *C intermediate is unlikely to be formed on the Co1Cu
surface due to the high endothermic energy (1.1 eV). Therefore, the
authors concluded that Co1Cu SAAs are more likely to obtain methanol
rather than CH4 at a lower overpotential.

The design principle of Cu-based SAAs can also be applied to generate
C2þ products from ECR. Propanediol (1,2-PDO) is an important com-
modity chemical that can be used for producing degradable memory fi-
bers, pharmaceutical intermediates and polymers.117 Currently, the
selective oxidation of propylene strategy is used for the production of 1,
2-PDO in industry, which is both energy and cost intensive. Thus, ECR
conversion technology offers an unprecedented possibility for traditional
petroleum-based processes. However, the conversion efficiency of CO2
into 1,2-PDO via ECR technology is still low, mainly for two reasons: 1)
the low rate of initial C–C bond coupling and subsequent carbon chain
elongation; 2) the unclear complex reaction mechanism. Within this
context, Jiao et al. carried out DFT studies and suggested that the coad-
sorption energy of three *CO intermediates (ΔG3*CO) should be used as a
descriptor for C3 activity.118 They adopted Ag-doped Cu SAAs (Ag1Cu) as



Fig. 9. (a) Schematic illustration of the future directions of highly efficient ECR catalyst preparation for Cu-based SAAs. (b) Schematic of various in-situ charac-
terization devices (In-situ Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; in-situ fluid-cell Raman spectroscopy; in-situ EXAFS liquid cell. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. 125–127). (c) Schematic illustration of the CO2 reduction cell with a solid electrolyte. reproduced with permission from Ref. 128. (d) Schematic illustration of the
in-vitro artificial sugar synthesis system. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 129.
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a model for theoretical study, demonstrating that Ag1Cu SAAs can retain
oxygen atoms in the hydroxyl group and further lead to a new C3 product
(1,2-PDO) rather than conventional n-propanol. Meanwhile, the reaction
pathway of direct protonation of C to *COH–CO–CHOH
(*COH–CO–COH þ Hþ þ e� → *COH–CO–CHOH) facilely occurs
because this process is exergonic (�0.12 eV) and thus suitable for the
subsequent steps. Through the preferential protonation of C, the oxygen
atoms in the hydroxyl group are perfectly preserved. Hence, 1,2-PDO can
be more easily formed than other C3 products. Alloying Cu with different
metal can obtain distinct reduction products. A summary of Cu-based
alloy materials in this review along with their reaction conditions for
ECR to various products are displayed in Table 1.
12
6. Summary and outlook

The ECR to valuable chemicals provides an elegant solution to the
sustainable development of energy storage systems. The preparation of
multifarious C1–C3 products, including hydrocarbons and oxygenates,
has been reported by a variety of catalysts via ECR. To date, Cu has been
widely identified as the most efficient metal due to its high catalytic
activity and selectivity toward hydrocarbon products. However, it suffers
from various issues, such as high overpotential, low selectivity and poor
stability. Alloying is a useful means for adjusting the electronic properties
of the active sites and thereby ideally enhancing the catalytic activity. In
this review, a systematic summary of Cu-based alloys (including con-
ventional alloys, SAAs and HEAs) for ECR is provided, with a particular
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focus on an in-depth understanding of the specific product reaction
mechanism and identifying the structure-activity descriptor. Although
enormous progress has been realized regarding Cu-based alloy catalysts
in ECR, some difficulties still exist to be addressed.

First, research on SAAs or HEAs applied in the ECR field is still in its
infancy, and both opportunities and challenges are present. In this
context, effective catalyst design strategies should be proposed and
tested. (1) Most Cu-based SAA catalysts are constituted by introducing
one foreign metal atom to the Cu host. However, single-site catalysts
possess their own shortcomings. For example, a serious deactivation
phenomenon often occurs due to the limited active sites occupied by
intermediates, which are unable to drive the multielectron and multi-
proton transfer steps.130–132 On this issue, constructing heteronuclear
diatoms on Cu hosts with tunable geometry configurations might be a
useful method. (2) Nearly all Cu-based SAA catalysts in ECR contain
monometallic Cu as the host metal, and it is expected that constructing
SAA catalysts via bimetallic or polymetallic hosts might endow more
adjustable electronic structures. (3) Defects can also be invoked as active
sites to tune the electronic and surface properties of nanocatalysts.133–135

On the other hand, introducing foreign atoms in the defect-rich metal Cu
host and the coordinatively unsaturated metal atoms are deemed to be
active sites. (4) New Cu-based HEA catalysts with large surface areas,
adjustable active sites and superconductivity are promising candidates
for ECR to yield some unexpected results.

Second, whether in conventional alloys, SAA or HEAs, the regulatory
mechanism of foreign atom tuning on Cu is still unclear. The critical
reaction intermediates and corresponding adsorption configurations in
ECR are blurry. Therefore, combining multiple in -situ characterization
techniques to explore the intrinsic mechanism of Cu-based alloy catalysts
in ECR is necessary. For instance, in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) can be
applied to reveal the phase transition process. In-situ ATR-FTIR and in-
situ Raman reveal the adsorption configuration, intermediate forma-
tion process and desorption behavior of the final products
(Fig. 9b).125,126 The valence, bond length and coordination structure
changes of Cu or other metals can be explored by in-situ X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) (Fig. 9b bottom).127 As a complementary tool,
theoretical calculations can be used to reveal the intrinsic reaction
mechanism.

Third, the low water solubility of CO2 and slow mass transfer process
in traditional H-type electrolytic cells severely restrict the product for-
mation rate. In contrast, flow cells with gas diffusion electrode (GDE) can
separate the gas and the liquid cavity, whereby this unique structural
configuration enables the diffusion of CO2 across the gas-liquid interface.
As such, the slow mass transfer problem of CO2 in aqueous solution can
be solved. Although the developed GDE flow-cell electrolytic cell greatly
improves the ECR reactivity, the solid-liquid-gas three-phase interface in
the flow cell is easily “flooded” under high voltage. In addition, the
generated liquid product (e.g., HCCOH, CH3COOH, CH3OH, etc.) via ECR
are usually mixed with electrolytes such as KHCO3 in both H-cell and
flow-cell devices, and downstream separation steps are necessary to
obtain pure products. Therefore, directly preparing high-purity and high-
concentration liquid solutions is highly desirable for commercial appli-
cations. On this issue, a novel solid-electrolyte reactor has been devel-
oped, realizing the direct and continuous production of pure liquid
HCOOH solutions (Fig. 9c).128

Finally, with the current ECR technology, the obtained products are
mainly limited to C1 or C2 oxygenates and hydrocarbons. Nevertheless,
upcycling CO2 into energy-rich long-chain compounds with high eco-
nomic value remains a huge challenge.136,137 Recently, our group re-
ported a hybrid electrobiosystem that combined ECR technology with
yeast fermentation to efficiently convert CO2 to glucose with a high yield
13
(Fig. 9d).129 This novel strategy, combining ECR and microbial fermen-
tation technology, can also be extended to yield many valuable
long-chain carbohydrates. In addition, the traditional oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) can be substituted by other electrooxidations of organic
molecule reactions with higher economic value. By this means, the
economy of the whole system will be further improved.

In summary, although exciting advances have been achieved for Cu-
based alloy catalysts in ECR, there remains enormous challenges and
opportunities for future studies. The progress trend having been observed
thus far for Cu-based alloys indicates that this is an emerging platform
with great promise for generating valuable products via ECR with the
prospect of sustainable CO2 upcycling. It is firmly believed that through
the constant efforts on both catalyst optimization and device engineer-
ing, along with the integration of in-situ characterization techniques and
theoretical studies, industrial applications of ECR will be under way.
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